
 

 

 

Last month I was cleaning out our toy room and overflow closet and found so many up-opened toys. With two boys so 

close in age, we get a lot of similar toys. There are only so many cars and building sets they can play with! Well now 

there is a company called Buy Gift Save that makes it easy to give a gift and contribute to a savings account! 

Buy Gift Save is a website that offers “Responsible Gift Giving.” I know for me, even when people say to get their child a 

gift card or money, I still want to give a gift. Kids don’t necessarily appreciate money as they do a toy they can play with 

right away. 

With Buy Gift Save a parent can create an event and register for an event, such as a birthday. Attendees can then choose 

to buy a gift with the remaining balance of their budget put into a bank account. 

 

 

Setting up your guest list is super easy. 

For example: 

Invite “Aunt Susie” to the birthday party, virtually, via BuyGiftSave.com. She’s given a personalized link and asked to click 

on a gift budget – $30? $50? Next she sees the toy wish list of her favorite niece. It turns out the perfect present is only 
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$19.99. But she was willing to spend $50. So the difference, minus shipping and handling, goes into her niece’s bank 

account, which mom already uploaded. 

Buy Gift Save is a convenient way for parents to plan a party as it is party invitations and a gift registry in one spot! 

Parents no longer have to field calls from family and friends asking what the child would like since the registry takes care 

of that! All the gifts on the registry are ones that the giver can’t go wrong with since they were pre-selected by the 

parent and/or child. 

So not only will a child get the perfect present and something to open, but they will have money set aside for their 

future (which they will appreciate later!) None of the gifts are extravagant either, they are all reasonably priced since the 

focus is to have money deposited into the child’s account for their future. The products available to choose go up to 8 

years old. 

 

Have a child who is older or really has their heart set on a specific toy not on the website? A big gift can be listed where 

money would be added to the account and then the parents can go out and buy the item – such as a video game, 

vacation fund or computer. 

You can even purchase app cards since we all know kids today love their electronic devices! 

There are Privacy settings as well. 

To make this as stress-free as possible, there is no fee charged to the parents/host. Gift givers are charged a $4.99 

processing and convenience charge, which is a small price to pay for eliminating the guesswork of buying the perfect 

present and the pain of heading out to a toy store. 

Buygiftsave.com likes to give, too! As their website explains, “We give back by donating toys to Toy Industry Foundation 

(TIF)” which works with a number of remarkable organizations that help children in need. Toy Bank Network, one of TIF 

partners, specifically helps Kids in Distressful Situations. 

Help your child start saving for their future while still getting a gift they can play with Buygiftsave.com! 

 

Source: http://momandmore.com/2017/01/buy-gift-save.html 
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